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Abstract

In this chapter, we will first present the research progress on the active and tunable metamaterials based on different realization methods, such as varactor diodes, liquid crystals, superconductivity, and structural-shifting structures. Then we focus on the achievements in our research group for the tunable metamaterials by using the ferrite as the substrate of metamaterials. We will present the designs and theories of single-, dual-, and triple-band tunable metamaterials based on the ferrite and the design of metamaterial absorbers based on the ferrite. It will indicate that the proposed tunable metamaterials have many advantages compared with other active and tunable metamaterials.
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1. Introduction

Metamaterial [1] is a kind of artificial material. When the unit cell of a metamaterial is much smaller than the working wavelength, it can be considered as a homogeneous medium. Metamaterial exhibits many novel electromagnetic properties [2–7] and has important potential applications [8–12], and has attracted wide research attention. However, there are many unsolved problems and bottlenecks, including the large loss, narrow bandwidth, and untunable frequency band. The active tunable metamaterials have shown novel advantages for solving the issues that appeared in the conventional metamaterial.

Here we conclude the recently developed active and tunable metamaterials based on the varactor diodes, liquid crystals, superconductivity, and structural-shifting structures. First, the tunable metamaterial based on the varactor diodes is proposed by Gil et al. [13] and Velez et al. [14]. As shown in Figure 1(a), the diodes are integrated in the regular split ring resonators (SRRs), the resonance of the structure can be adjusted by controlling the DC bias acting
on the diodes. After that, various magnetic negative metamaterials and negative index metamaterials based on such varactor diodes are reported and experimentally demonstrated. For instances, researchers experimentally verified that the refractive index of S-shaped metamaterial loaded with diodes (Figure 1b) can be changed via altering the magnitude of DC bias [15]. By investigating one SRR unit loaded with a capacitor located at different position or loaded with capacitor with different capacitances (Figure 1c), the resonance can also be shifted [16]. Another similar design is achieved by integrating the BST capacitor into the SRR as shown in Figure 1(d) [17]. This kind of design can be flexibly integrated in the regular microstrip circuits to achieve the tunable band-pass/band-stop filters, antennas, and nonlinear devices [18, 19].

![Figure 1. Tunable metamaterials based on varactor diodes. (a) SRR loaded with diodes [13], (b) S-shaped resonator loaded with diodes [15], (c) SRR loaded with capacitor [16], and (d) SRR loaded with BST capacitor [17].](image)

It is well known that the dielectric permittivity of liquid crystal can be adjusted by changing the magnitude and direction of external electric field and magnetic field, and/or the temperature [20, 21]. Therefore, one can integrate the liquid crystal into the conventional metamaterials to realize the tunable designs. For example, researchers experimentally investigated the SRR and Omega-shaped magnetic negative metamaterials infiltrated with the liquid crystals as shown in Figure 2(a) and (b) [22, 23]. Then the tunability is achieved by controlling the direction of external magnetic field. At the same time, other researcher exhibited a similar SRR magnetic negative metamaterials loaded with the liquid crystals (see Figure 2c) and the tunability is obtained by changing the external electric field strengths [24]. At higher operating frequencies, it works as well for the liquid crystal-based tunable metamaterials. Researchers
numerically investigated the reconfigurable index of refraction from negative through zero to positive values by changing equivalently the index of liquid crystal for the kind of tunable metamaterial operating at near-infrared wavelength [25], as shown in Figure 2(d). Another tunable fishnet metamaterials infiltrated by liquid crystals operated at optical ranges was numerically demonstrated as well recently as shown Figure 2(e) [26]. It has shown that the liquid crystal can be used to realize the tunable metamaterials and several external control methods can adjust and tune the properties of such metamaterials. However, the tuning range is not wide enough as observed in the previously mentioned references.

Recently, other kinds of tunable metamaterials were also proposed by using, e.g., superconductivity and MEMS structures [27, 28] as shown in Figure 3(a) and (b). For the superconductivity-based metamaterial, the tunability is obtained by changing the external DC or RF magnetic field [27]. For the MEMS metamaterial, the tunability is achieved by heating the nanostructure with rapid thermal annealing method to alter the direction of the SRR [28]. Another two similar structurally shifted metamaterials operated at microwave and THz range are shown in Figure 3(c) and as well, and these two designs can alter the electromagnetic responses by mechanically changing the relative positions for part of the SRRs in the array vertically and/or horizontally [29, 30].
On the other hand, some researchers proposed ferrite-based metamaterials, that is, substituting ferrites such as yttrium iron garnets (YIG) for the SRR structures to obtain the negative permeability [31–38]. Dewar first proposed the ferrite-based metamaterial as shown in Figure 4(a) and gave the theoretical expressions of the effective parameters and analyzed the interactions of the ferrites and wires [31, 32]. Rachford et al. and Cai et al. numerically investigated the electromagnetic wave propagation properties of such metamaterials [33, 34] with minor modification (see Figure 4b) for the easy fabrication. He et al. and Zhao et al. fabricated the metamaterial samples and investigated experimentally the negative transmission and tunability characteristics [35, 36] at different frequencies as shown in Figure 4(c) and (d). In our previous works, we also analyzed the theoretical parameters, investigated the negative refractive index characteristics, and discussed the different refractive characteristics in a broad frequency band [37, 38].

Similarly, due to the magnetic properties of the ferrites, it can be controlled with the applied DC field. The ferrites can be embedded into the conventional resonant structure metamaterials in order to realize the tunability. The experimental studies on the SRR metamaterial loaded with ferrite was carried out. The tunable characteristics of working frequency band for the single magnetic negative metamaterial and the double negative metamaterials are demonstrated as shown in Figure 5(a) and (b) [39, 40]. Our research has also shown that the ferrite embedded into the conventional metamaterials can not only realize the tunable frequency band, but also can realize the dual or even tri-band tunable characteristics (as shown in Figure 5c) [41]. This will be discussed in details in the next section. At the same time, researches used two different kinds of ferrites to realize the tunable dual-band metamaterials (as shown in Figure 5d) [42]. This realization process is simple, and its working frequency band can be adjusted in a wide frequency band with the applied DC magnetic field.

Figure 3. Other tunable metamaterial configurations. (a) Superconductivity [27], (b) MEMS [28], (c) structural shifted structure [29], and (d) THz structural shifted structure [30].
Figure 4. Tunable metamaterials based on the ferrite. (a) Original design [31, 32], (b) modification achievements [34], and (c and d) experimental demonstrations [35, 36].

Figure 5. Tunable metamaterials loaded with ferrite as the substrate. (a) Magnetic negative structure [39], (b) double negative structure [40], and (c and d) dual-band structures [41, 42].
2. Theoretical analysis

Here the theoretical analysis of the proposed ferrite-inspired metamaterials is presented. As shown in Figure 6(a), when a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave acts on the ferrite slabs along the \(y\)-axis (the electric field along the \(z\)-axis), and a DC magnetic bias acts on the ferrite slabs along the \(z\)-axis, the effective permeability of ferrite has the following property: \(\mu_{\text{eff}} = (\mu^2 - \kappa^2)/\mu\), where \(\mu = 1 + \omega_m\omega/(\omega_0^2 - \omega^2)\), \(\kappa = \omega_m\omega/(\omega_0^2 - \omega^2)\) [43], and \(\omega_m = \gamma H_0\) stands for ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency, \(\gamma\) denotes the gyromagnetic ratio, \(\omega_0 = 4\pi M_s\gamma\) represents the characteristic frequency of the ferrite slabs, \(\omega\) is the angular frequency, and \(H_0\) indicates the DC magnetic bias. For the ferrite slabs used here (TT1-3000 series of Trans-Tech Ltd., the saturation magnetization \(4\pi M_s = 3000\) G, \(\varepsilon = 12.9\), \(\tan \delta = 0.0005\), and resonance beamwidth \(\Delta H = 228\) Oe), the damping describing loss of ferrite should be taken into consideration. In that case, the FMR frequency can be revised to \(\omega_0 + j\alpha\omega\), where \(\alpha\) stands for the damping of the ferromagnetic precession. As a result, the effective permeability has changed to

\[
\mu_{\text{eff}} = 1 - \frac{\omega_0^2}{\omega_0^2 + \omega_m^2 - j\alpha\omega/(\omega_0 + \omega_m)^2 + 1} \quad (1)
\]

The higher order infinitesimal \(\alpha\) is usually ignored due to the very low loss in ferrite slabs.

The effective permeability is calculated under different magnetic biases based on Eq. (1), as shown in Figure 6(b). It can be seen that the effective permeability of ferrite slabs exhibits all typical resonant characteristics with different DC magnetic biases. The negative \(\text{Re}(\mu_{\text{eff}})\) is achieved above the resonant frequencies. For one condition as an example, the \(\text{Re}(\mu_{\text{eff}})\) is negative in the frequency range of 9.5–14 GHz and changes to positive after 15 GHz when \(H_0 = 2.2\) kOe. So, when combining the ferrite slabs into the classic magnetic metamaterial structures which exhibit negative permeability frequency band below or above the negative band of ferrite slabs, one can expect to achieve two negative \(\text{Re}(\mu_{\text{eff}})\) frequency band. On the other hand, for the continuous wires of the classic SRR-wires [2] and short wire pairs [44] structures (the \(\Omega\)-like structures [45] can be also considered as continuous wires), the negative permittivity frequency band is wide enough which can cover the two negative permeability frequency bands. Therefore, the ferrite-based metamaterials have the ability to achieve the dual-band negative refractive index properties.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 6(b), the magnetic resonant frequency of ferrite slabs is shifted from 9.5 to 12 GHz when \(H_0\) increases from 2.2 to 3 kOe. So the negative permeability frequency band of ferrite slabs can be shifted arbitrarily and reversibly by controlling the magnetic bias. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 6(b), the positive part of \(\text{Re}(\mu_{\text{eff}})\) is decreased when increasing of the magnetic bias. So the resonance frequencies of the SRR, \(\Omega\)-like resonators and short wire pairs can be altered, resulting in the changing of the second operating band. Then we numerically investigate the above-mentioned three types of dual-band metamaterial to demonstrate the theoretical expectations. We also investigate the tunable triple-band realization and a single-band THz ferrite-based tunable metamaterials. Lastly, by using the ferrite, we propose two kinds of tunable and broadband metamaterial absorbers (MAs) in details.
3. Numerical demonstrations for ferrite-based tunable metamaterials

3.1. Tunable dual-band configurations

The tunable dual-band metamaterial composed of ferrite slabs and SRR-wires is numerically discussed first. The schematic view of such structure with unit cell dimension of 2 mm is designed and shown in Figure 7(a). As can be seen, the SRR and wire are placed in a 0.6-mm Rogers RT/duroid 5880 ($\varepsilon_r = 2.2$, tan $\delta = 0.0009$) substrate and separated by 0.25 mm, and then two 0.7-mm TT1-3000 ferrite slabs are placed on the two sides of such substrate. In simulations, the structure is excited by a TEM wave with propagation vector ($k$) along the $y$-axis, and electric field vector ($E$) along the $z$-axis, as shown in Figure 7(a). A DC magnetic bias acts on the ferrite slabs along the $z$-axis to excite the negative permeability property.

First, the single-band SRR-wires metamaterial and ferrites-wires metamaterial are demonstrated, respectively, to show the negative operating bands. The dimensional values of the two single-band metamaterials are optimized. For the SRR-wires structure, we have $w_1 = 0.4$ mm, $d_1 = 1.6$ mm, $d_2 = 1.2$ mm, $w_z = 0.1$ mm, and $w_y = 0.3$ mm. In this structure, a fictitious media ($\varepsilon_r = 12.9$, tan $\delta = 0.0005$) is used to compare the ferrite media. The results shown in Figure 7(b-i) indicate that the single-band SRR-wires metamaterial has a negative operating band centered at 14.1 GHz. The transmission peak is $-0.44$ dB at 13 GHz. For the ferrite-wire structure, the fictitious media is replaced by ferrite media and the SRR is deleted. A 2-kOe magnetic bias acts on the ferrite slabs along the $z$-axis. The results shown in Figure 7(b-ii) indicate that the single-band ferrite-wire metamaterial has a negative operating band centered at 8.5 GHz. The transmission peak is $-6.6$ dB at 8.2 GHz.
Then the combined dual-band metamaterial is investigated numerically. When the applied DC magnetic bias is set as 2 kOe, as shown in Figure 7(b-iii), it clearly shows that there are two passbands centered at 8.4 and 15.3 GHz, respectively. The two transmission peaks are −5.6 and −1 dB at 8 and 14.6 GHz. Comparing the two single-band metamaterials and the dual-band metamaterial, the first passband contributed by ferrite slabs is not changed, while the second passband contributed by SRR in the combined dual-band metamaterial has a few blueshift. This is because that the positive part of the effective permeability is less than 1, as shown in Figure 6, so the resonance frequency of the SRR within the ferrite media is larger than the condition in the dielectric fictitious media.

To demonstrate the dual negative refractive index properties, the effective impedance and refractive index are obtained from the simulated S-parameters by using the retrieval method [46], and shown in Figure 8(a). In Figure 8(a), we see that the EM waves can be transmitted in the metamaterial in the above-mentioned two passbands. The real part of effective refractive index is below zero in such two passbands with very low loss due to the small imaginary part of effective refractive index.

To show the tunable property of the ferrite-based dual-band metamaterial, the transmission characteristics of such structure at different DC magnetic biases ranging from 2.2 to 3 kOe are numerically investigated and shown in Figure 8(b). It can be seen that both the passbands are shifted accordingly. Specifically, the first passband is shifted from 8.5 to 10 GHz with tuning rate of about 1.875 MHz/Oe and the second passband is shifted from 14.6 to 15.8 GHz with tuning rate of about 1.5 MHz/Oe. The transmission peaks and bandwidths for the first operating band are not changed and the second operating band is narrowed when increasing the magnetic bias. As shown in Figure 6, this is because when increasing the magnetic bias, the negative permeability near the magnetic resonance is shifted rapidly; however, the positive permeability of the upper negative region is shifted slowly. Therefore, the resonance frequency of SRR within the ferrite media is shifted slowly.
Then the second kind of ferrite-based tunable dual-band metamaterial is discussed. We add the ferrite slabs to the Ω-like resonator [45] to achieve dual-band property. As shown in Figure 9(a), the Ω-like resonators are placed in a 0.6-mm Rogers RT/duroid 6010 (\(\varepsilon_r = 10.2, \tan\delta = 0.0023\)) substrate and separated by 0.25 mm, and then two 0.7-mm TT1-3000 ferrite slabs are placed at the two sides of the substrate. The dimension of this dual-band metamaterial unit is 2 × 2 × 3 mm\(^3\). The other structural values are optimized numerically: \(w_1 = 0.4\) mm, \(r = 1.6\) mm, and \(w_2 = 0.2\) mm.

As shown in Figure 9(b), the results indicate that the single-band Ω-like metamaterial has a negative operating band centered at 12.1 GHz, and the transmission peak is −0.2 dB at 12.6 GHz. The ferrite-based metamaterial under a magnetic bias of 2 kOe has two passbands, centered at 7 and 13.9 GHz, respectively. The transmission peaks are −6 and −1.6 dB at 8 and 13.5 GHz, accordingly. Also, the second passband contributed by Ω-like resonators in the combined dual-band metamaterial is larger than the condition in the single-band Ω-like metamaterial.
The retrieved effective impedance and refractive index of such dual-band metamaterial, shown in Figure 10(a), indicate that the EM waves can be transmitted in such metamaterial in the above-mentioned two passbands. The transmission properties of the structure are further simulated in different magnetic biases ranging from 2.2 to 3 kOe and shown in Figure 10(b). It is seen that the two operating bands are shifted as well. Specifically, the first passband is shifted from 8.4 to 9.8 GHz with tuning rate of about 1.75 MHz/Oe, and the second passband is shifted from 13.7 to 15.3 GHz with tuning rate of about 2 MHz/Oe.

We now discuss the last kind of tunable dual-band metamaterial composed of ferrites and short wire pairs. As presented in Figure 11(a), the short wire pairs are placed on a 0.25-mm Rogers RT/duroid 6010 substrate. Two TT1-3000 ferrite slabs are placed on the two sides of the substrate with air gaps, and then two other ferrite slabs are put on the other side of the substrate. The dimension of this dual-band metamaterial unit is $3 \times 2 \times 4$ mm$^3$. The other structure values are optimized numerically: $w_1 = 0.2$ mm, $w_2 = 0.4$ mm, $d = 3.4$ mm, and $w_3 = 0.6$ mm.

As shown in Figure 11(b), the results indicate that the single-band metamaterial has a negative passband centered at 16.5 GHz. The transmission peak is $-0.2$ dB at 15.9 GHz. The ferrite-based dual-band metamaterial under a magnetic bias of 2 kOe has two passbands centered at 7.9 and 16.5 GHz, respectively. The two transmission peaks are $-7.3$ and $-0.5$ dB at 8 and 16.2 GHz, respectively. The second passband contributed by short wire pairs in the combined dual-band metamaterial is larger than the condition in the single-band short wire pairs metamaterial.

As shown in Figure 12(a), the retrieved effective impedance and refractive index of such metamaterial indicate that the EM waves can be transmitted in the metamaterial in the above-mentioned two passbands. The transmission properties of the dual-band metamaterial are further simulated in different magnetic biases ranging from 2.2 to 3 kOe, and are shown in Figure 12(b). It can be seen that such two operating bands are shifted as well. Specifically, the first passband is shifted from 8.5 to 10.7 GHz with tuning rate of about 2.75 MHz/Oe. However, the second passband is shifted slightly, from 16.2 to 16.5 GHz with tuning rate of about 0.375 MHz/Oe. The second passband is narrowed when increasing the magnetic bias.
From the above theoretical analysis and numerical investigations, the three dual-band metamaterials with different structures exhibit the same transmission characteristics and negative refraction. The two passbands of all the three metamaterials can be shifted arbitrarily and reversibly by easily changing the magnetic bias. Therefore, we can conclude that embedding the ferrites in the conventional resonance structure can fabricate the dual-band and tunable metamaterials.

3.2. Tunable triple-band configuration

The tunable triple-band negative permeability metamaterial is proposed by merging the ferrite slabs into the previously published dual-band negative permeability metamaterial based
on single-loop resonator (SLR) [47]. The SLRs provide two separate magnetic resonances, and the ferrite slabs under an applied DC magnetic bias exhibit the third magnetic resonance. All the three magnetic resonances can be controlled by adjusting the intensity of the magnetic bias.

The unit cell of the proposed tunable triple-band metamaterial is shown in Figure 13(a) [48]. A 0.03-mm-thick copper SLR is printed on one side of a Rogers TMM 4 substrate ($\varepsilon_r = 4.5$, loss tangent $\tan \delta = 0.002$). A commercial ferrite slab (G-4256 series, Trans-Tech Ltd.), with saturation magnetization $4\pi M_s = 1600$ Gs, resonant beamwidth $\Delta H = 84$ Oe, $\varepsilon_r = 15.1$, and loss tangent $\tan \delta = 0.0002$ is deposited on the other side of the TMM 4 substrate. As mentioned in Refs. [31, 32], the ferrite would damage the resonances of the metallic resonators if these two elements are directly touched. Therefore, a dielectric substrate should be inserted between the ferrite and the SLR structure (as shown in Figure 13a) to decouple this strong interaction.

![Figure 13](image-url)

*Figure 13.* (a) Schematic representation of the tunable triple-band metamaterial unit cell and (b) numerical results of the transmission/reflection of the dual-band SLR structure metamaterial and the triple-band metamaterial [48].

In our simulations, the unit cell of the proposed ferrite-based metamaterial is placed in the center of a waveguide (with cross section of 4 mm × 4 mm) with perfect electric boundaries along the $z$-axis and perfect magnetic boundaries along the $x$-axis. The applied DC magnetic bias $H_0$ is set on the ferrite slab along the $z$-axis and the two wave ports placed in the front and back of the metamaterial along the $y$-axis. The geometric parameters of the metamaterial, obtained by numerical optimization, are shown as follows: $a = 3.4$ mm, $b = 0.3$ mm, $d = 4$ mm, $g = w = 0.1$ mm, and $t_1 = t_2 = 0.5$ mm.

The transmission and reflections of the SLR array with and without ferrite under the DC magnetic bias of 1.4 kOe are computed, and the results are shown in Figure 13(b). In order to make a fair comparison, in the case without ferrite slab, a same sized fictitious medium which has the relative dielectric constant of 15.1 and a loss tangent of 0.0002 is used. Figure 13(b-i) shows the case for dual-band SLR structure. There are three transmission deeps appearing at 7.5, 8.7, and 10.2 GHz, respectively. The first two transmission deeps
correspond to the magnetic resonances and the last one corresponds to the electric resonance, which have been numerically demonstrated in [47]. As shown in Figure 13(b-ii), when a ferrite slab is merged, four transmission deeps appear at 5.7, 7.6, 8.7, and 10.2 GHz, respectively. Intuitively, the lowest deep results from the ferrite slab and the other three deeps come from the SLR structure. As we can see, the presence of ferrite has little influence on the three transmission deeps of the SLRs (only very slight frequency shifts), and the resonant frequency of the ferrite slab in simulation also agrees well with the theoretical result in Figure 6.

For better understanding the resonant behaviors of the ferrite-based metamaterial, in Figure 14 we investigate the surface current distribution on the metallic SLR at each resonant frequency. It is clearly found that for the first transmission deep at 5.7 GHz, almost no surface currents are observed and so we can conclude that this resonance is contributed by the ferrite slab. For the other three transmission deeps—at 7.6, 8.7, and 10.2 GHz—the characteristics of surface currents are similar to that analyzed in [47].

The effective constitutive parameters of the ferrite-based metamaterial are further determined from the numerically computed S-parameters by using the retrieval method [46]. As shown in Figure 15, the effective permeability curve exhibits three negative magnetic resonances.
around 5.7, 7.5, and 8.5 GHz, where three $\mu$-negative bands are obtained in 5.7–5.9, 7.5–7.7, and 8.5–9.0 GHz, respectively. It is also shown that a weak electric resonance appears at 10.2 GHz, which is not strong enough to obtain a $\varepsilon$-negative band. Comparison of theoretical permeability of ferrite medium (Figure 6) and the numerically retrieved effective permeability of the ferrite slab (inset of Figure 15b) shows that the intrinsic resonant frequencies of the ferrite in these two conditions agree very well. However, the $\mu$-negative band in the simulation is much narrower than that of the theoretical analysis, because the theoretical result corresponds to a bulk ferrite medium, while the numerical one corresponds to a finite ferrite slab. Through this comparison, we can conclude that the intrinsic resonant frequency of the ferrite slab is not affected significantly by the magnetic resonances of the metallic SLR structure.

![Figure 15. Retrieved effective media parameters: (a) effective permittivity and (b) effective permeability of the triple-band metamaterial. The inset figure in (b) corresponds to the retrieved permeability of the ferrite slab simulated at the same condition [48].](image)

Now, let us investigate the tunability of this metamaterial under different DC magnetic biases. The tunable properties of transmissions as shown in Figure 16(a) indicate that increasing the DC magnetic bias from 1.2 to 1.6 kOe increases the first transmission deep sharply from 5.2 to 6.3 GHz; the second transmission deep increases very slowly; contrarily, the third transmission deep decreases from 8.8 to 8.6 GHz, because adjusting the DC magnetic bias in a small range cannot lead to an obvious shift of the second resonance which is very closely above the resonance of the ferrite slab. The third resonance decreases when increasing the DC magnetic bias in a small range because the theoretical $|\text{Re}(\mu_{\text{eff}})|$ of the ferrite slab changes to bigger values as shown in Figure 6.

The effective permeability curves under different DC magnetic biases are also determined from the simulated S-parameters, and the results are shown in Figure 16(b). It is found that when increasing the DC magnetic bias, the first resonance increases sharply; the second resonance increases very slowly; and contrarily, the third resonance decreases. In all the cases under different DC magnetic biases, three $\mu$-negative bands are obtained. We have also numerically found that when further increasing the intensity of the DC magnetic bias, first the frequencies of all the three resonances increase, then the resonance of the ferrite slab will
overlap with the two resonances of the SLR, and lastly the resonance of the ferrite slab will be above the two resonances of the SLR.

3.3. Tunable THz ferrite-based metamaterial

Now we discuss the tunable THz ferrite-based metamaterial by using the well-developed ferrite film and metallic films technique [49]. Special ferrite films [such as the Lu Bi Fe O (LuBiIG) garnet film (see Figure 17a) [50] prepared by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) method on a gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) substrate] are used to achieve negative permeability. For the ferrite film used (saturation magnetization $4\pi M_s = 1750$ Gs, resonant beamwidth $\Delta H = 1$ Oe, $\varepsilon_r = 3$), the negative permeability band with very low magnetic loss can be obtained at the THz region. The silver films deposited on polyimide (Kapton 500HN, Krempel, Vaihingen/Enz, Germany) substrates using inkjet printing techniques (see Figure 17b) [51] are utilized to achieve negative permittivity. The substrate polyimide, with a relative permittivity of $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$, and loss tangent of $\tan \delta = 0.0002$, decouples the interactions between the ferrite films and the silver films.

Figure 16. (a) Simulated transmissions and (b) retrieved effective permeability of the triple-band metamaterial under different dc magnetic biases ranging from 1.2 to 1.6 kOe [48].
Figure 17(c) shows the schematic view of the LuBiIG–silver–LuBiIG tunable metamaterial. The silver strip is deposited first on one of the two polyimide substrates, and such two substrates are placed close to the two LuBiIG films. The TEM wave propagates along the $y$-direction with the electric field along the $z$-direction. The applied DC magnetic field acts on the LuBiIG film along the $z$-direction. Figure 17(d) shows the theoretically calculated effective permeability and it exhibits typical resonant characteristics as well. When the applied DC magnetic field is set as 50 kOe, the real part of effective permeability is below zero in the frequency range of 0.142–0.145 THz. The imaginary part is much smaller than the real part and it means very low magnetic loss and thus can be ignored. Noticeably, the resonant frequencies of the ferrite film increase from 0.1397 to 0.1453 THz as the magnetic bias increases from 49 to 51 kOe.

![Figure 17. (a) Surface pattern images of the LuBiIG thin film [50], (b) photo of the silver SRR film [51], and (c and d) the tunable THz ferrite metamaterial unit and theoretical permeability of the ferrite film [49].](image)

After the physical parameters of LuBiIG film, substrate, and silver are determined above, we now optimize the size of each film. The previous theoretical analysis results indicate that the effective permeability of LuBiIG film under 50 kOe is below zero in the frequency range of 0.142–0.145 THz, and the plasma frequency of silver strip array is about 1.5 THz when the periodicity $d$ is about 100 μm. Based on these results, the optimized transmission results are depicted in Figure 18. The optimized parameters are found to be the following: $a = 140$ μm,
\( b = c = 100 \ \mu m, \ d = 18.4 \ \mu m, \ e = 16 \ \mu m, \) and \( f = 2 \ \mu m. \) From the simulation results as shown in Figure 18, the THz metamaterials have a passband centered at 0.1413 THz. The operating bandwidth (S21 > 8 dB) is about 2.4 GHz.

![Figure 18](image)

Figure 18. Simulated transmission and reflection characteristics LuBiIG–silver–LuBiIG structure metamaterials. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase [49].

The effective refractive index values of the metamaterial are retrieved from the simulated parameters by using the retrieval method [46] and are shown in Figure 19(a). It is seen that the metamaterial has negative refractive index in the range of 0.1401–0.1434 THz. Comparing the frequency bands of negative permeability (Figure 17d) and negative refractive index (Figure 19a) at same applied DC magnetic bias, a few frequency shifts appear because of the integrated dielectric substrate. Moreover, the real part of effective refractive index has a fixed value close to 10 at the frequency below 0.1401 THz and above 0.1434 THz.

![Figure 19](image)

Figure 19. (a) Effective refractive index retrieved from S-parameters, and (b) tunability characteristics of metamaterials numerically demonstrated [49].
The tunability property is demonstrated earlier by tuning the applied DC magnetic field. As shown in Figure 19(b), the transmission band shifts from 0.1385 to 0.1442 THz, when the applied DC magnetic bias is increased from 49 to 51 kOe. The tunability of such metamaterial depends on the tunability of the ferrite film. And the silver strip has a negative permittivity within a wide frequency region just below the plasma frequency. Therefore, the operating band of the proposed metamaterials can be tuned in a wide frequency band. Moreover, the shifted operating bandwidth and transmission peak do not vary strongly when the applied magnetic field is changed. This is mainly because of the fix saturation magnetization of the ferrite film.

4. Demonstrations for ferrite-based tunable metamaterial absorbers

Metamaterial absorbers (MAs) [52] have received most research attention due to the flexible design, subwavelength thickness, and high absorbing performance. MAs can be achieved at most of the frequency region by selecting the unit cell dimensions accordingly. The existence of such a huge operating spectral range enables the applications of MAs in various fields such as energy harvesting and thermal emitting and sensing [53–55]. Recently, various designs have been reported for MAs [56–60] and the corresponding numerical analysis and theory methods can be referred to, e.g., in [61–64].

However, the unique properties of MAs can be attributed to associated resonances, and thus MAs typically have narrow operating bandwidths. Researchers have proposed different methods to expand the operating bandwidths of MAs [65–69], while the flexible control of the MAs is still an intractable issue. Recent reports have shown that the absorbing frequencies of MAs can be dynamically adjusted by integrating tunable media (e.g., varactor diodes [70], liquid crystals [71], graphene [72], or phase-change materials [73]) to the traditional passive MAs. In some specific designs, researchers have advised to use oxide films [74] or film-coupled colloidal nanoantennas [75] as superstrate/substrate to adjust the absorbing frequencies. At the same time, we also designed a mechanic-tunable MA with moveable dielectric cover layer [76]. However, most of the reported designs have limited tuning range (e.g., [71–76]). Here we will first theoretically demonstrate that a properly geometrically configured ferrite-based metamaterial [77] has the ability to achieve high absorptivity with the added possibility to magnetically tune the absorption band, and then further demonstrate that by integrating a ferrite (the resonance bandwidth characteristic is not crucial any more) as the substrate or superstrate into a conventional planar MA, magnetic biased frequency-tunable absorption can also be achieved [78].

4.1. Tunable broadband metamaterial absorber based on ferrite and wire

The ferrite-wire MA unit cell is shown in Figure 20(a). A 0.017-mm continuous copper wire is placed in the center of FR4 ($\varepsilon_r = 4.4$, $\delta = 0.02$) substrate. Then two ferrite slabs (TT1-390, $4\pi M_s = 2150$ Gs, $\varepsilon_r = 12.7$, $\Delta H = 648$ Oe) are placed on the two sides of the FR4 substrate. The applied DC magnetic bias is applied on the ferrite slabs along the z-axis.
When an incident TEM wave propagates along the $y$-axis with electric field along the $z$-axis (shown in Figure 20(a)), the theoretical effective permeability of the ferrite slabs has been already analyzed as represented in Eq. (1).

The effective permeability of the ferrite slab used here under a magnetic bias of 3.2 kOe is calculated based on Eq. (1) and the results are shown in Figure 20(b). It is seen that there is a magnetic resonance at 12 GHz and the real part of effective permeability is negative when frequency is larger than the magnetic resonance frequency. With the enlarged $\Delta H$, the effective magnetic loss tangent $\tan \delta_\mu = \text{Im}(\mu) / |\text{Re}(\mu)|$ increases strongly in the negative permeability frequency band. Specifically, the $\tan \delta_\mu$ here has a value larger than 2.5 in the frequency region of 12.3–14.3 GHz. It indicates that the ferrite slabs can absorb most of the incident magnetic field component. Moreover, as shown in Figure 20(c), the magnetic resonance of the ferrite slab can be shifted by adjusting the applied DC magnetic bias. When the magnetic bias increases from 2.6 to 3.4 kOe, the obtained magnetic resonance shifts from 10 to 12.5 GHz. And the big $\tan \delta_\mu$ is kept very well in the process of altering the applied DC magnetic bias.

**Figure 20.** (a) Schematic diagram of the ferrite-wire MMA unit cell, (b) calculated theoretical effective permeability of the ferrite slabs with different resonance beamwidth $\Delta H$ and under a magnetic bias of 3.2 kOe, (c) calculated theoretical effective permeability of the ferrite slabs under different magnetic biases, and (d) calculated theoretical effective permittivity and effective dielectric loss tangent of the wire embedded in the ferrite slabs [77].
On the other hand, the effective permittivity of wires embedded in the ferrite slabs can be obtained as [31, 32]

$$\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \varepsilon_f - \frac{\sigma_{\text{eff}}}{j \omega \mu_0} \left( \frac{r_2^2}{r_1^2} + \frac{a^2}{\mu_0^2} \left( \ln \frac{a}{r_2} - 1.06 \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\varepsilon_f$ is the permittivity of the ferrite slab, $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective conductivity of the wire, $r_1$ and $r_2$ are the effective radii of the wire and the substrate layer, respectively, and $a$ is the periodic lattice constant. As a result, the effective permittivity of wires can be calculated as shown in Figure 20(d).

It can be known that the real part of the effective permittivity is negative in a wide frequency region from DC to 17 GHz. And the effective dielectric loss tangent $\tan \delta_{\epsilon} = \text{Im}(\varepsilon)/|\text{Re}(\varepsilon)|$ has a very large value ($\tan \delta_{\epsilon} > 1$) in the range of 10–13 GHz, also shown in Figure 20(d). Therefore, the continuous wires can absorb most of the incident electric field component. Lastly, we can expect that the ferrite-wire MA can absorb the incident EM waves with a very high absorptivity.

Next, based on the above theoretical analysis, we numerically discuss the absorption properties by optimizing the structural parameters to achieve the perfect impedance match and the highest absorption. As shown in Figure 21(a), the powers of transmission $T(\omega)$, reflectance $R(\omega)$, and absorptivity $A(\omega) = 1 - T(\omega) - R(\omega)$ are presented respectively. The final structure parameters are obtained: $d = 2 \text{ mm}$, $w_1 = 0.959 \text{ mm}$, $w_2 = 0.909 \text{ mm}$, and $w_3 = 0.585 \text{ mm}$. It can be seen that both the transmission $T(\omega)$ and reflectance $R(\omega)$ have very small values in the X-band (8–12 GHz) and as a result the absorptivity $A(\omega)$ can achieve near-uniform value. Specifically, the smallest reflectance $R(\omega)$ is about 0 at 9.9 GHz. The peak absorptivity $A(\omega)$ is about 98.2% at 9.9 GHz, and the frequency band of $A(\omega)$ over 90% is about 2.3 GHz. It should be noted that the high performance absorbing frequency band in simulation is lower than the frequency band of theory. This is due to the fact that the theoretical results discussed previously are under ideal conditions [31, 32]. That means the theoretical expressions in this chapter only provide the design guidance, and the numerical optimizations are more accurate and useful for the proposed ferrite-based MA.
Moreover, the absorptivity can be further enhanced by adding more layers. For instance, Figure 21(b) shows the absorptivity property as a function of the layers. As can be seen, \( A(\omega) \) rises quickly with the increased layers and approaches asymptotically to 1. Two MA layer can achieve an absorptivity of about 99.92%. At this condition, the entire MA thickness is only \( \lambda/5 \) for the center operating frequency of 9.9 GHz.

In order to demonstrate the tunability of the operating frequency, Figure 22(a) shows the simulated shift property of the MA in different magnetic biases. As can be seen, the peak absorptivity and the bandwidth are not changed, the frequency of the peak absorptivity \( A(\omega) \) shifts from 6.75 to 11.75 GHz as the applied DC magnetic bias changes from 2 to 4 kOe with a near-linear tuning rate of 2.625 MHz/Oe. We can further expect that the proposed ferrite-wire MA can operate at higher frequencies, such as terahertz region based on the discussed techniques [49].
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**Figure 22.** Peak shift properties of the absorptivity of the ferrite-wire MMA under different magnetic biases. (a) The absorption band characteristics under different magnetic biases, and (b) the frequency of the peak absorptivity as a function of the magnetic bias [77].

### 4.2. Tunable ferrite-based metamaterial absorbers

The new ferrite inspired MAs are schematically shown in Figure 23(a). Similar to [76], we use the electric-LC (ELC) resonators with a metallic plate to achieve a conventional MA. The ELC array is printed on one side of the FR4 substrate and a full-sized metallic plate is covered on the other side of the FR4. For the purpose of achieving tunable property, we design two strategies by integrating ferrite into the passive MA. In the first case (MA1), the ferrite slab is inserted between the FR4 and ground plane [see the left plot of Figure 23(b)]. Both the ferrite and the FR4 layers service together as a substrate. In the second case (MA2), the ferrite layer is employed as a superstrate [see Figure 23(b), right plot] and another FR4 layer is placed between the ferrite and the passive MA. The two MAs are analyzed and measured in an X-band rectangular waveguide closed measurement system as shown in Figure 23(c).
The relative permittivity of ferrite used in this chapter is 13.8 (loss tangent is 0.0002), and $4\pi M_s = 1830$ Gs, $\Delta H = 22$ Oe. As shown in Figure 24, when the applied DC magnetic bias increases from 1.1 to 1.9 kOe, the permeability of ferrite shows blueshift with shift rate of about 20 MHz/Oe. At the frequency band of interest (X-band), it can be seen that the effective permeability changes from positive to negative when the magnetic field increases. This changing feature can be used for dynamical tunability of the host media of ELC. Different from our previous work [77] where the ferrite’s tunable permeability is employed for synthesizing magnetically controllable metamaterials, the frequency band we are interested in is outside the intrinsic resonant band of ferrite. Therefore, the required ferrite is not limited by its narrow resonant bandwidth and can be generally substituted by any other types of ferrites.

Now we optimize the ELC geometrical parameter by employing numerical simulations (CST). Due to the lab-experimental restriction, the thicknesses of the metallic patterns, FR4, and ferrite slab are fixed to be 0.034, 0.5, and 1 mm, respectively. The geometrical parameters for
MA1 are optimized to be $a = 2.94$ mm, $b = 1$ mm, $w = g = 0.2$ mm, and $d = 4.5$ mm. For the case of MA2, the additional FR4 layer would result in the red-shift of the resonance outside of 8–12 GHz. To avoid this problem, it should slightly reduce the size of the ELC resonator to $a = 2.82$ mm. The applied DC magnetic bias is preset as 1.55 and 1.6 kOe in simulations for both structures. The two MA samples are fabricated and measured in an X-band rectangular waveguide measurement system by using Agilent N5230A vector network analyzer (VNA). Specifically, the FR4 with ELC resonators and ferrite slab are put into the waveguide sequentially for MA1; the ferrite slab, FR4, and passive MA are staked one over the other within MA2. For these two structures, a metallic plate tightly covers the waveguide port to prevent any energy leakage. A tunable z-directed DC magnetic field generator is applied on the MA samples. Finally, the rectangular waveguide filled with MA samples is connected to the coaxial cable of VNA by using a waveguide-to-coaxial converter.

As shown in Figure 25(a) and (b), each MA indicates a clear near-uniform absorption peak. The measured peak frequencies are higher than the simulated ones slightly. This is because the ferrite slabs are difficult to be placed seamlessly to the FR4 inside the waveguide. However, it should be noticed that this does not affect the tunability property of the ferrite-based MAs.

![Figure 25](image-url)

Figure 25. Simulated and measured reflectivity and absorptivity properties for the (a) MA1 and (b) MA2 [78].

The absorptivity of the MAs can be dynamically controlled by changing the applied magnetic bias. In Figure 26, it can be seen that when the magnetic field is increased gradually, the absorption peaks blueshift for both MAs. Particularly, see Figure 26(a) and (b), an absorption peak appears at 10.75 GHz with peak absorptivity of 85.5% for MA1 free of magnetic field in simulation. When the magnetic field is gradually increased from 1.15 to 1.95 kOe, the absorbing frequency moves from 10.99 to 11.29 GHz in simulation (11.17 to 11.45 GHz in measurement). Meanwhile, the absorptivity increases from 97.8% to nearly 100% and then drops to 93.3% in simulation (increases from 85% to nearly 100% and then descends to 80% in measurement). Similar frequency shift and absorptivity change performance can be found in Figure 4(c) and (d) for MA2, as well. It is easy to conclude that the frequency shift rates of MA1 and MA2 are about 0.36 and 0.18 MHz/Oe, respectively.
When closely looked at the measured results and the corresponding simulations at the same magnetic bias, the absorbing frequencies for both MAs have higher measured values compared with simulations. Moreover, compared to the two MA configurations, the shift rate of MA1 is larger than MA2. This is because the resonance-induced localized electromagnetic fields are mainly located in the substrates rather in the superstrates, and therefore the changing features of the MAs are more sensitive on the substrates.

In the above discussions, both thicknesses of the ferrite slab and the FR4 are fixed at 1 and 0.5 mm, respectively. Now we further discuss the effects of the thicknesses of the ferrite and the FR4 on the absorbing performances of the tunable MAs. For examples, we fix the thickness of one layer (either ferrite or FR4) and change the other layer to see the tunable absorptions of the two MAs. For MA1, the FR4 (ferrite) slab is fixed to be 0.5 mm (1 mm) and the ferrite (FR4) layer is changed from 0.6 to 1.4 mm (0.1 to 0.7 mm). The corresponding numerical results are concluded in Figure 27(a) and (b). For MA2, the FR4 (ferrite) layer is fixed to be 0.5 mm (1 mm) and the ferrite (FR4) layer is tuned from 0.8 to 1.1 mm (0.3 to 0.6 mm), and the results

Figure 26. (a and c) Simulated and (b and d) measured absorptivity properties under different magnetic fields for MA1 and MA2, respectively. Insets show the zoom-in plots [78].
are shown at **Figure 27(c) and (d)**. For MA2, it should be noted that we only change one FR4 layer which acts as a superstrate and the FR4 substrate between the ELC and ground plane is kept unchanged.

![Figure 27](image)

**Figure 27.** Simulated absorbing frequencies of MAs for MA1 when the thicknesses of (a) FR4 and (b) ferrite layers are changed, and for MA2 when the thicknesses of (c) FR4 and (d) ferrite layers are changed. The star and bold part at each curve correspond to the nearly uniform absorptivity and the band of absorptivity larger than 98.5%.

More specifically, when the magnetic field is increased, the resonant frequencies of the MAs blueshift. This is in accordance to the theoretical results shown in **Figure 24**. For a larger thickness of the FR4 or ferrite slab, a larger magnetic bias is required to ensure a nearly uniform absorptivity (represented as stars in **Figure 27**) and the magnetic field for a high absorptivity (>98.5%) is reduced (see the bold part of each curve). Fortunately, one can also increase the magnetic bias to reduce the effective permeability of the ferrite. The impedance matching can be regained at a certain magnetic field at that case. Moreover, the shift rate of the absorbing frequency is nearly linear when the magnetic field is weak, and becomes strongly nonlinear when the magnetic field increases, especially for the MA2 [see **Figure 27(c) and (d)**].

On the other hand, some unfavorable properties can also be obtained when the thickness of the FR4 or the ferrite slab is increased. Specifically, for thicker FR4, the initial peak absorptivity frequencies increase, and meanwhile the frequency shift rates decrease for both MAs. Contrarily, as shown in **Figure 27(b) and (d)**, inverse trends are found when the thicknesses of the ferrite layers are increased.
From previous discussions, we know that the resonant frequency of the MA becomes more sensitive to the magnetic field for thinner FR4, but the high absorptivity band is reduced as well. As a result, it is important to get an equilibrium such that the frequency shift range is relatively large and at the same time the MA has a uniform absorptivity in the tuning range. As an example, we choose FR4 between the ELC and ground plane to be 0.65-mm thick for MA2, and for the other FR4 to be 0.1-mm thick. For this condition, the ferrite slab is close enough to the ELC and so can give more contributions on the tunability, and at the same time, the other enlarged FR4 can offset the impedance mismatching between MA and background medium. In Figure 28 we see that the resonant frequency of the MA can be shifted from 8.6 to 9.65 GHz and the absorptivity at each resonance can be kept higher than 98.5%, when the magnetic field increases from 0 to 1.9 kOe. The obtained shift range is as large as 11.5%. This is a very wide frequency tuning range (more than three times larger than those reported in previous works [71, 72, 74]).

**Figure 28.** Simulated absorptivity of MA2 under different magnetic biases with optimized dimensional parameters. The middle plot presents the absorptivity spectra as a function of magnetic field and frequency. The left and right plots show the absorptivities at magnetic field of 0 and 1900 Oe, respectively [78].

### 5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented the recent achievements in our research group for the tunable metamaterials by using the ferrite as the substrate of metamaterials. We presented the designs and theories of single-, dual-, and triple-band tunable metamaterials based on the ferrite, and the design of metamaterial absorbers based on the ferrite. It indicates that the proposed tunable metamaterials have many advantages compared with other active and tunable metamaterials.
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